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T^c?. 10s. 6d. 
Uature !'CVlewei' vvas not aware that he had a suspicious 
irivite are a few points about this book that 
tion |ScePticism. We have singularly little informa- 

^nSlish^?U^r 
' 

journal' itself. Was it written in 

bitten 'in Tue 
' 

\ as it now appears, is not 

accord1" English of 1751?the word ' 

prosy 
' 

was, 

seventyg to the S- ?- E- D> used first in 1821 ? 

^?-dav Tears hiter?nor incidentally in the English of 

^vhich \\- 
^le s^e *s '*ke that of Pepys' Diary, 

and de -U1 Written three-quarters of a century before, 
date 0?*ed three-quarters of a century after, the 
add thnf li_e Knyveton's diary. We might also 
of f}je 

the literary style is not that of Ernest Gray, 
is Uniqu eG' this, like his grammar and arithmetic,. 
^Uch ]ik e\. Never have we known any writer to take 

Thisp1 es w^h the participle! 
Very pi GorR_e Ivnyveton was a distant ancestor of a 

^0lJirnal ?-Se ^riend ?f the editor, the leather-bound 

^elpin<r X.-hich the Diary is written appearing whilst 
atid beii!/18 s?rt out some old family records, 
*Q tho Presented to him, as one especially interested 

'Be'lr- lstor-v ?f Medicine'. 

thoje jU1k these things in mind, the hospital of 
ays can better be imagined than described 

' 

Physicians and surgeons as a whole were growing 
tired of the dogmatism of the ancient authorities? 
Aristotle, Hippocrates, and Galen, whose theories had 
held sway for some five hundred years 
Why only five hundred years ? This might have 

been a misprint, but it is not so, for the writer is 

quite determined to stand by his 
' five hundred years 

' Galen died in a.d. 200, but his view that the body 
was composed of certain " Humours" (originally four 
in number), disease resulting from absence or over- 

production of one special 
" Humourdominated the 

medical outlook, as we have said, for five hundred 

years 
Why was it necessary to disguise the name of the 

hospital or even of the surgeon? (Incidentally the 
name of the hospital is very thinly disguised: from 
Soho Square to which hospital does one walk 

' 
across 

the park' and thence along the Mall to Westminster 

Abbey ? ) 
However, this is all by the way. The diary itself 

is full of good things and we can thoroughly recommend 
it to any one who wishes to learn something of the 
state of medicine two hundred years ago. The philo- 
sophy and humour exhibited making the reading very 
pleasant; for example, the diarist's observation that one 
of the differences between town and country practice 
was that in the former more saw-dust was thrown on 
the floor of the operating theatre is, we feel, too good 
to be true: so also are his remarks on the value of 

the natural acids of certain fruits in the prevention 
and cure of scurvy. 
We can recommend this book to the physician, 

especially if he is interested in literary detective work 
as he will find this book a simple exercise, and to his 
patient, especially the patient who is critical of the 
medical profession of to-day as he will soon learn to 

be thankful that he was not born two hundred years 
earlier. 

L. E. N. 


